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Introducing: UnitusTI “Zones” 
Mundo Pato is excited to announce the introduction of zones within your UnitusTI account!  The ability to designate 

zones will allow you to isolate groups of users and clients, as needed, to maintain client confidentiality. 

So, what do we mean by “Zones”? 
A zone could be a geographical area, different classrooms within your school or treatment center, the various schools in 
your school district, etc.  A list of handy tips and tricks are listed below, along with links to our relevant video tutorials.  If 
you have any questions about how to start utilizing zones in your center, please feel free to contact the Support Team at 

unitustisupport@mundopato.com or create a support ticket from within the UnitusTI application. 

Question Answer Video 

Who can create zones in my UnitusTI 
account? 

Zones can be created by administrative users only and can be 
edited (but not deleted) high-level users. 

Creating and 
Managing Zones 

Who can assign users to a zone? Users can be assigned to a designated zone by administrators 
and users with the security role “User Manager” 

Assigning Users 
to Zones 

Who can assign clients to a zone? Clients can be assigned to a zone by administrators and high-
level users. 

Assigning 
Clients to Zones 

Some of my RBTs work in multiple 
counties; can I assign them to multiple 
zones? 

Yes!  Both users and clients can be assigned to as many zones 
as necessary. 

Zones Best 
Practices 

How can I get started using zones in my 
UnitusTI account? 

Once you have created your zones, we recommend beginning 
the assignment process with users; this will help ease the 
process and prevent client/user assignments from being 
inadvertently altered. 

Creating and 
Managing Zones 

Zones Best 
Practices 

What happens to my client’s data if they 
move from one zone to another, or if the 
RBT that works with them is assigned to 
a different zone? 

Client data is never deleted in UnitusTI; though clients and 
users can be moved between zones, any data that has been 
recorded from that client/user assignment will remain in the 
client’s record associated with that user’s ID. 

Zones Best 
Practices 

If my zones cross different time zones, 
will the time stamp data recorded in 
each zone match up to the respective 
time zone? 

At this time, data collection timestamps will be associated with 
the time zone listed in the account’s Center Information page; 
time zone sensitive data collection according to zone is coming 
soon! 

 

Do I have to assign all users to a zone?  
What happens to the clients of users who 
move to a zone but are assigned to a 
user outside of that zone? 

User assignment to zones is optional; “neutral” users can be 
assigned to “neutral” clients only.  If a neutral client is 
reassigned to a zone, that user/client assignment will be 
removed (previously recorded data will not be deleted). 

Zones Best 
Practices 

Do I have to assign all clients to a zone?  
What happens to the clients of users who 
move to a zone but are assigned to a 
user outside of that zone? 

User assignment to zones is optional; “neutral” clients can be 
assigned to both “neutral” users as well as users who have been 
placed in a zone.  If a neutral client is placed in a zone, any 
assignments to neutral users will be removed (previously 
recorded data will not be deleted). 

Zones Best 
Practices 
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